FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MOST UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT THIS SEASON
Perlan Project offers the opportunity to let your loved one add a photo
to the world’s most amazing glider, the Perlan 2
The Perlan 2 Aircraft is set to break all wing borne flight records and most likely end up in
the Smithsonian National Air & Space Museum
Beaverton, December 11th, 2013 – Perlan Project Inc., a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit aeronautical
exploration and atmospheric science research organization that utilizes sailplanes (gliders) designed to
fly at extremely high altitudes offers the most unique Christmas gift ever.
The FACE IN SPACE Christmas gift is by far one of the most unique gifts ever and the perfect gift
for the person that has everything. Honour and immortalize your loved one by purchasing the right to
let them place a photo of their choosing to the Perlan 2 aircraft.
Visit Perlan Project’s Crowdfunding Campaign for the Perlan Mission II to purchase your gift today.
http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/perlan-mission-ii-help-us-build-a-glider-to-soar-to-nearspace/x/5051980
________________
The Perlan Project Story
From 1992-98, Perlan’s founder and NASA test pilot Einar Enevoldson collected evidence on a
weather phenomenon that no one at the time even knew existed: stratospheric mountain waves. Like
huge ocean waves, these waves of air are kicked off by strong winds blowing over the tops of high
mountain ranges like the Andes. These waves of air then shoot straight up towards space. As a pilot,
Einar quickly figured out that you can use a glider to ride those waves all the way up to near space.
And he set out to prove it. This became The Perlan Project.
In 1998 meteorologist Dr. Elizabeth Austin teamed up with Einar and expanded upon his findings
proving that it is the stratospheric polar night jet and the polar vortex that are factors in sustaining
these mountain waves allowing them to reach up to 130,000 feet into the middle stratosphere.
In 1999 Steve Fossett, the record-setting aviator, sailor, adventurer and first person to fly solo nonstop around the world in a balloon, heard about it and decided to fund The Project and become one of
its pilots.
On August 30, 2006 Steve Fossett and Einar Enevoldson smashed the existing altitude record for
gliders by soaring up to 50,671 feet (15,460m) in a standard glider using these stratospheric waves of
air.
And they could have gone even higher!

The problem was that their pressure suits expanded so much inside the cabin that they couldn’t move
the flight controls and safely control the aircraft anymore. So they came down, and quickly decided
they needed a custom glider with a pressurized cabin.
. . . . . Perlan Mission II was born.
For more information, to schedule an interview with any of the pilots or if you require images, please
contact me at
Gary Thoulouis
gary.thoulouis@orangepeelpr.com (email)
gary.thoulouis (skype)
LINKS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AI9uN4WbOPs CAMPAIGN VIDEO
http://www.nytimes.com/video/science/100000002508894/soaring-to-the-stratosphere.html
NY TIMES VIDEO ARTICLE
http://vimeo.com/58828543#at=0
INTERVIEW WITH PRINCIPAL METEOROLOGIST Dr. Elizabeth Austin, Ph.D.
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/22/science/quiet-trip-to-the-ozone-hole.html?_r=1&
NY TIMES ARTICLE

www.perlanproject.org

